
August 5, 2018  -   One Thousand hours... and counting 

Today's flight was a significant one for me.  It was the one in which I reached my 1st thousandth hour of flying of my 
Highlander Light Sport aircraft.  While a significant milestone, it pales by comparison to the 3,000 logged hours that I 
flew my Piper Comanche and even the 1,300 hours that I put on that brand's twin engine sibling.  But it is, none the less. 
noteworthy as this is an airplane that I constructed myself, and goes on to prove that I must have satisfactorily tightened 
all nuts and bolts since nothing major has fallen off over the past ten years that I have been flying her.  And while the 
trip itself was not unique, being our normal Sunday morning gathering of the Vans RV airplane pilots group for breakfast 
at the Landing Strip Cafe in nearby Okeechobee, there was an interesting sidelight.  Upon landing I noticed a fairly large 
business jet parked on the ramp.   It's tail number was N1GM and it had a distinctive logo painted on its jet black tail of a 
silver shark.  This was golfer Grieg Norman's personal $40 million Gulfstream Five. 

Mr. Norman lives in the Palm Beaches, and his airplane is based at PBI (Palm Beach International).  Why it was over in 
Okeechobee I don't know, but I did not see his presence in the restaurant, so it was, obviously, not a breakfast flight 
that he was on.  An interesting personal note.  My "significant other" once interviewed to be his personal assistant 
but instead to chose to work for a Mr. Leslie C. Quick, a stock-broker magnate who, coincidentally, had purchased 
two of Mr. Norman's homes, both located in a prestigious Palm Beach beachfront community.  A billionaire in his own 
right, Mr. Quick also owned a private jet, the Bombardier Challenger 600.  Miriam worked as his personal assistant for a 
half dozen years, and upon his untimely death, for one of his sons, for another half-dozen years.  Yes, the life of the 
"Rich and Famous" is a luxurious and affluent one.  Meanwhile, I am destined to continue to fly my $75,000 home built. 

So, to answer a recent question from a non-pilot friend, just what does it take to fly an airplane?  Actually not all that 
much... at least from the prospective of my little model.  It is a rather basic machine, much like my first car-- a 1957 VW 
Bug.  That auto had a very simple one gauge dash containing little more than a speedometer.  It did not even have a gas 
gauge, but rather an "L" valve that you would manually turn once the engine began to miss beats, indicating that you 
were no longer getting fuel to the carburetor.  This would activate a "reserve tank" which would give another 40 or so 
miles of travel.  The Highlander, like that VW, was built for simplicity.  It has fixed landing gear, not the retractable 
variety of my previous two planes.  It does not have cowl flaps that need to be opened during take-offs to prevent 
engine overheating.  The propeller is of the fixed type, not requiring adjustments for thrust during take or and climbs 
and re-adjusting during cruise flight.  It does not have a fuel mixture control for flight at high altitude and its 
instruments, like those of my '57 Beetle, are few and simple.  The skills to pilot it, beyond the ability to take off and land 
successfully, are rudimentary.  It is probably an over statement to say that if one can drive a stick shift Volkswagen that 
one can probably fly the Highlander, but the learning curve is not very steep.  On the next pages I will show you just how 
simple is the instrument panel of my airplane, which also does not contain a gas gauge.  The tanks are located at the 
root end of the wing and you simply look up to see the amount of fuel left in each tank. 



 
OK, so this what I see when I am flying.  Not very much, actually.  There are two primary flight/navigational instruments, 
both of them of the electronic "glass panel" variety.  I will go into more detail about them following.  Beneath those are 
two smaller rectangular devices.  The one on the left, just above the passenger warning plaque, is the Transponder, a 
device that tells ATC (Air Traffic Control) who I am, my flight altitude, direction and speed.  This is a device that has been 
around for more than 50 years but in another year it is to be upgraded with ADS-B (Automatic Dependent Surveillance 
Broadcast, a space based system that will track almost every airplane in the skies in much greater detail).  With it I also 
will be able to see all nearby aircraft along with their identifier, altitude, speed and direction,  thus making accidental 
collisions a lot less likely.  On the right is my communications radio which lets me speak with air traffic controllers, 
airport operations, and even other airplanes.  Only good for line-of-sight, it provides a 20 to 30 mile range, at best. 

 
This is my primary engine/flight device, an EFIS 
(electronic  flight  instrument system) which has 
replaced the typical older circular type of gauges.  
It tells me my indicated and true air speeds along 
with my height above the ground and magnetic 
compass  heading.  It also shows me my attitude in 
relation to the horizon and my turn bank angle 
along with my rate of climb/decent in feet per 
minute.  All this is shown on the left 2/3 of the  
instrument.  On the right 1/3 is engine information 
such as the tachometer reading, my fuel burn in 
gallons per hour and my motor's oil pressure and 
temperature.  Also the temperature of each of my 
cylinder heads as well as that of the exhaust gas 
that each of my cylinders are producing.  There are 
many other functions attached to this instrument 

as well, accessed through the various buttons seen at the bottom.  I can bring up my engine's total run time, the time for 
each flight segment and even the total number of hours that have accumulated on the plane's airframe.  In fact there 
are so many combinations and selections to chose from that I don't use even half of them.  Sometimes too much 
information is worse than no information at all.  ie: two of my cylinder heads are running very cool... maybe! 



 
This is my AvMap, an in panel GPS which is my 
primary navigational device.  Actually it is my 
only navigational device.  Without it I am back 
to the old paper maps and charts that I first 
learned to fly with back in the 1950's.  It 
shows me my position, on an electronic 
sectional chart, along with my desired course 
bearing and my actual track over the ground 
(which may be different due to winds aloft).  I 
have my speed over the ground as well as the 
distance to my next waypoint and the time 
that it will take me to reach it as well as the  
distance to my destination in either miles or 
knots.  It also has a multitude of additional 
functions accessed by the buttons below and 
on the side.  I can access information about all 

nearby and distant airports, their radio frequencies, runway lengths and direction and even a selection of several map 
types, one of which will show me all man-made and natural obstacles and their heights, color coded in yellow or red.  
Like my EFIS there are so many variables that can be accessed that a 100+ page operational manual accompanies the 
device.  I have read little of it.  Of importance at the bottom left of the screen are two very small, but highly critical 
boxes.  One shows me the strength of the satellites sending this information and the other the strength of the internal 
batteries which will power the device,  just in case of a engine electrical failure.  (about 30 minutes worth, or just enough 
time to find an alternate landing site along the way). 
 
To the right are a couple of handy ancillary instruments.  The round one at 
the top is a  "Lift Reserve Indicator" which comes in handy when landing at 
a short field or one high up in the mountains.  It indicates, in very positive 
terms, just when one approaches the airspeed at which the wing will 
"stall" and no longer provide lift to keep the airplane flying.  The idea is to 
keep it from reaching the left side "red zone" until just before you actually 
touch down.  It is completely mechanical in nature and is a great back up in 
case one loses electrical power.  Below it is a square gauge that tells me 
the operating temperature of the coolant fluid exiting just beyond my 
engine block.  My engine has a electrical water pump and this temperature 

is highly critical in maintaining 
successful engine operation.  
On the right hand side of the 
panel (photo left) is a round 
but redundant type of gauge 
which tells the temperature as 
the water reaches the cooling 
radiator.  These are usually 
about 10 degrees F. apart. 
 
Below that instrument are two small controllers.  The upper one is for my 
Emergency Locator Beacon, a device that automatically activates in a crash, 
or when self employed.  Below it is my in cockpit communications panel 
which allows me to talk to my passenger through their headset.  And, finally 
there are a series of toggle switches that turn on the various devices such as 
radio, transponder, external lights and the like.  Compared to the previous 
aircraft that I have owned, especially the twin engine model, this is as basic, 
simple and un-complicated as you can make it.  Kinda like my old VW. 


